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What are NISQ Devices?



Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum Devices 

● Few qubits: 100-200

● Limited architecture 

○ Cannot always directly connect all qubits

● Lots of Noise (I mean really... wow)

● No fault tolerance

○ Error correction requires significantly more qubits



Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum Devices

For example...



IBM-Q 5 Tenerife



IBM-Q 16 Melbourne



Rigetti Aspen-4-16Q-A



Qubit Counter

www.qubitcounter.com

http://www.qubitcounter.com


What Would We Like From Verification?



In An Ideal World

● Is the computation being performed on the quantum computer the one I want?

● Is the state my quantum computer is preparing the one I wanted?



Verification - What do they want? 
Physicists Computer scientists 

Industry The public 

● Certify the outcome of their  simulation (ground 

state/noise)

● Accurately determine physical properties 

(entanglement/phase estimation/purity) 

● Trust in device as “good” quantum simulator in 

many situations (benchmarks)

● Verify output of quantum computer is 

correct  (classically intractable) 

● Security measures for all situations (best to 

worst case scenario)

● A bound on trust in your NISQ or UQ device 

● Trust in quantum computer/simulator when 

involving sensitive/public data

● Assurance that quantum computer/simulator 

is doing what it should be - 

efficiency/speed-up? 

● “So, if I use a quantum computer to google 

something it will give me the results even 

faster and they’ll be better??” 

● Are my transactions secure?

● Can we have better drugs and are they safe?



In The Real World

● If you want to check that ANY computation is being performed correctly, you 

need A LOT of qubits

● To be totally sure, you might need a small quantum computer of your own



What Can We Expect From Verification?



You Might Just About Get...

● Is my device doing anything quantum at all?

● Is the noise level reasonable?

● Is the distribution of outputs close to what it was meant to be?



Hypothesis Testing
Is my device doing anything quantum at all?



The Setting
99
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I’ve build a quantum 
computer!

What a coincidence, a 
new round of funding 
was announced

So, d’you want to buy one?

Can you prove it?

Come on man, you can 
trust me. We’re cool right?

You didn’t give me an 
internship, remember...?
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Computation

Alright, I’ll 
implement this 
computation
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Samples

A Typical Interaction

Client Server

Computation

Alright, I’ll 
implement this 
computation

What am I supposed 
to do with these?

Then I can return 
the measurement 
outcomes



A Typical Interaction

Client Server

Computation

Classical computer



Samples

A Typical Interaction

Client Server

Computation

I’ll just return 
random stuff, 
he’ll never know



Superiority Null Hypothesis

The set of samples which I have in my possession were drawn from a distribution 

produced by a classical computer in polynomial time 



Superiority Null Hypothesis

The set of samples which I have in my possession were drawn from a distribution 

produced by a classical computer in polynomial time 

If not, then they must have been implemented by a quantum computer
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Prime divisors

A Proposal

Client Server

I have a quantum 
computer

I’ve heard that 
before. Prove it!

Large integer

Factor this number 
into its prime divisors

Easy, I can do that 
in polynomial time 
on a quantum 
computer

Well, those multiply to 
give the right number. 
I believe you
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128 
Qubits

Factoring

4000 Qubits

10

9 

Gates

Fault Tolerance

Architecture 

Restraints

However...



What Can We Recover From This Failure
99
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That does look hard

Here is a hard problem

Well played, I did 
actually have to use my 
QPU to solve that

I know a property of this 
problem so I can solve it

samples.txt

Yep, those samples have 
the property I know

hard_problem.py



Some Components of the Hypothesis Test to Extract

1. A reason Chad must use a quantum computer

○ Hard computational problem

2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check

○ The small hidden problem should be solvable and indicative of the larger problem

3. A backdoor that helps us check property

○ A smaller problem should be hard to uncover

4. Means to implement on NISQ devices

○ Let’s figure something out for IQP… Why not?



IQP as NISQ Device



Circuit Model IQP

=



Circuit Model IQP
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Usually Not True For Quantum Circuits
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An Example

“Output qubits” 

“Gate qubits” 

Measurements and classically controlled corrections



An Example

“Output qubits” 

“Gate qubits” 

Measurements

output



Advantages And Disadvantages

Advantages:

● Can be implemented on NISQ technology

● Believed not be reproducible by a classical computer

Disadvantages:

● Not capable of implementing all computations



IQP Hypothesis Test
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An Example

“Output qubits” 

“Gate qubits” 

f(output) = property



Chad’s View

“Output qubits” 

“Gate qubits” 

f(output) = property

f(output) = property

f(output) = property



Chad’s View

“Output qubits” 

“Gate qubits” 

f(output) = property

f(output) = property

f(output) = property
?!?!?!?!?!?!

1



It Meets The Requirements?
1. A reason Chad must use a quantum computer

○ It looks like a big IQP computation to him

○ Cannot reproduce classically as hiding is good

2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check

○ The property of the hidden graph is fixed so can be checked

○ Its embedding in the larger graph makes it highly correlated

3. A backdoor that helps us check property

○ You know where the small problem is!

4. Means to implement on NISQ devices

○ IQP is easier to implement than BQP
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2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check
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FORBIDDEN



Benchmarking
Is The Noise Level Reasonable
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Advantages
● Designed for Google’s Bristlecone device

● Also thought to be hard to reproduce on a classical computer



Sampling Problem



Sampling Problem
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Sampling Problem

1110010101000101

0101110101001001

1010001010110101



Sampling Output Probability Distribution
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Sampling Output Probability Distribution

x

P(x)



Heavy Output Generation

Given as input a random quantum circuit C, generate output strings x_1, … , x_k at least 

⅔ fraction of which have greater than median probability in C’s output distribution.

Can be verified in classical exponential time by calculating ideal probabilities



Under what assumption is HOG classical hard

Quantum Threshold assumption:

There is no polynomial time classical algorithm that takes a description of a random 

quantum circuit C, and that guesses whether |<0

n

|C|0

n

>|

2

 is greater or less than the 

median of the values of |<0

n

|C|x>|

2

, with success probability at least ½ + Ω(½

n

) over 

the choice of C.



Quantum Threshold Assumption

● There is simple reduction

○ HOG is not hard ⇒ there exists polynomial-time algorithm to find high probability outputs ⇒ one 

can use this algorithm to guess |<0

n

|C|0

n

>|

2 ⇒ QUATH does not hold

● Despite similarity between HOG and QUATH, importantly it is not a relational 

problem and does not refer to sampling.

● Justified through rather flimsy reasoning



How Does This Relate to Our Comments From Before 

1. A reason Chad must use a quantum computer

○ If QUATH hold then he’ll have to 

2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check

○ Did he meet the conditions of the HOG problem?

3. What price did I pay for removing the backdoor that helps us check property

○ Actually it takes exponential time to check this… You just have to brute force it

4. Means to implement on NISQ devices

○ Random circuits are *THE* NISQ device … google it



Quantum Volume

● Can a quantum device produce heavy outputs?

● For what size of circuits can the device produce heavy outputs?

● Roughly a measure of number of good qubits



Quantum Volume With Circuit Size



Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages:

● Global property of device

● Measurable on NISQ devices

● Requires only few sample from the device

Disadvantages:

● Requires exponential resources on a classical computer

● Does not relate to more common complexity results

● While the task is thought to be hard, the grounds for this belief are not as stable



Cross Entropy Difference

Measure quality as the difference from uniform classical sampler

● Unity for ideal implementation

● Zero for uniform distribution

Achiever supremacy in range:



A Classical Computer Cannot Pass a Cross-Entropy Test?

Approximating cross entropy difference (probably) requires explicitly calculating 

probabilities

1. This means C = 0 for large circuit

2. Also means we cannot measure cross entropy difference for large circuits

*whispers* we can probably just extrapolate *whispers*

It is argued that approximating the probabilities is hard and a weaker assumption than 

QUATH



Cross-Entropy With Circuit Size



How Does This Relate to Our Comments From Before 

1. A reason Chad must use a quantum computer

○ Producing Porter-Thomas distributions requires a quantum computer

2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check

○ Can cross-entropy benchmark it

3. What price did I pay for removing the backdoor that helps us check property

○ Actually it takes exponential time to check this… You just have to brute force it

4. Means to implement on NISQ devices

○ Random circuits are *THE* NISQ device … google it



How Does This Relate to Our Comments From Before 

1. A reason Chad must use a quantum computer

○ Producing Porter-Thomas distributions requires a quantum computer

2. Property of the outcome, which is “highly correlated” to the outcome, to check

○ Can cross-entropy benchmark it

3. What price did I pay for removing the backdoor that helps us check property

○ Actually it takes exponential time to check this… You just have to brute force it

4. Means to implement on NISQ devices

○ Random circuits are *THE* NISQ device … google it

Spoiler! It doesn’t 
work anyway



Conclusions



What Have We Learned

● Hypothesis tests are used to prove “quantumness”

● Benchmarking used to test noise levels



Open Problems

● Does not seem to be a reason to restrict to Random Circuits

○ Or maybe…

○ Random circuits are very flexible

● Can we use these hypothesis tests as a kind of “meaningful” verification

● What do hypothesis test teach us about limits of classical computers 

○ Where will we see superiority

● Can we benchmark in polynomial time



Thanks!


